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LIVE STREAM WHEREVER YOU GO
The compact encoder, monitor and recorder for live
streaming on-the-go. A small-sized, cost-effective and
reliable h.264 encoder for transmitting high-quality
video from anywhere.

YOLOBOX
MINI

Mini, Mobile, Mighty!
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Stream from ANYWHERE to
EVERYWHERE

START STREAMING WITHIN SECONDS
A user-friendly live streaming solution that makes it
accessible to people of all skill levels. Just plug in
your camera and go live at the tap of a button. No
need for a large crew or technical streaming
expertise.

PORTABLE, AFFORDABLE & RELIABLE
If you’re considering a portable live streaming system,
YoloBox Mini is the most economical solution, offering
incredible value and professional capabilities. By
inheriting all the functionalities implemented on all
other YoloLiv products, it helps you get started in a
professional and affordable manner.
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Included
YoloBox Mini
YoloBox Mini User Manual
Screen Protector
SIM Card Eject Pin
Hotshoe Mount
USB Charge Cable

MSRP: $699
Your Price: $659
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More information, visit  https://www.pledo.co/yolobox-mini Contact:sales@pledo.co

Graphic
Overlays

Stream to
Multiple

Destinations

Go Live in
1080/60

Monitor Mode 4G LTE Support

Powerful Key Features

Want to purchase YoloBox Mini 
for your live streaming at best price?

Make your video
productions stand
out by adding
custom
scoreboards, text,
logos, countdown
timer and more.
Creating proper
stream graphics
help you convey
your brand and keep
your audiences
engaged.

Distribute your
content to more
viewers and
streamline your
workflow by
simultaneously
streaming to your
favorite platforms,
including Facebook,
Youtube, Twitch or
others through
RTMP.

Anybody can
stream live online,
but not everyone
can make it
professional. Bring
your live
productions to the
next level with
broadcast quality
1080p60 video.

Utilize the device
even when you are
not live streaming.
Record, switch, add
overlays and
transitions to level
up your video
production
efficiency.

Stream over all
available networks
from Ethernet,
WiFi, 4G LTE
modems and
hotspots. Making
sure you can always
live stream with
confidence even if
you’re out with no
Ethernet or WiFi
around.
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